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Themed ((Real People," this issue is of the creation of the
artists who have submitted to it. On behalf of the staff of
Nexus, I would like to thank the Dayton literary commu
nity and all of those that are from other branches of the
literary as well as artisitic community. Way With Words Po
ets Society, the Columbus Black Pearl community and the
humongous array of artists that graze these pages are forever
in our gratitude. Thank you.
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ic print , drawings, digital art, and paintings. Each piece
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content. We neither endorse nor prohibit any particular
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Each submission should include a cover letter with a brief
biographical statement and the following contact informa
tion: artist's name, address, e-mail address, and telephone
number. Our preferred means of submission is via e-mail,
but we continue to accept print submissions. Please note
that we do not return submissions.

Sincerely,
The

exus Staff
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Alizabeth Bronsdon

Kim Brown

Just Babysitting
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Jeremy Halinen

Afternoons Above 1-5
We used to drop acid and sit on the overpass
to watch the dragon faces the cars would make at us
as they raced beneath our dangling legs.
Cars like it when you're high and above them
enough to notice more than their surfaces.
It's the story in their exhaust they want you
to care about, not their paint jobs or the whites
of their eyes. I know what you're thinking.
It's dangerous, what we used to do. But
the cars told us they'd catch us if we fell.
You say, but what if there were no cars
when you fell? And you're right. There's always
a catch.

Davide Trame

There

It never changes, the religef they bring,
the mountains, appearing on the horizon
in a break during the storm,
their presence unveiled
beyond the angry grey, swollen lagoon,
the sparse bending trees, the airport pinpointing lights,
the windows after windows of raindrops.
And your eyes are the same as when as a child
you felt your parents' smile behind you on the train,
touching your shoulder and pointing at "there," at the moun
tains
granting you their appearance, outlines breathing
as if angels had just swayed.
You took in the brushstrokes of white
in the furious clouds' metal grey
as the aftermath of scarves of light,
your eyes flying like ribbons
over the massive, marble-like belt.
Up there, you sensed, the storm has been really supreme,
a gods' business, far from your small irises,
and the rocks you stared at were the gods' knuckles at rest,
they had come out, freed themselves from the clashes
and were now settled and refreshed.
You wallowed in unveiled rootedness.
And you stare now, as then,
at the carved meandering of lines,
a pattern that's a marvel for just being there,
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Mike Cowell

so you are relieved again
sensing the stony sinews continuing behind
like waves frozen in laughs of sky
and an unfurling of bright chains.

Syd Barrett and the
Deep Blue Sea
it was about then
that Syd decided to walk on water
never being one for faith
he practiced by walking on lakes
blanketed by thick sheets of ice
there
he would try to master the art
of walking without traction-by summer he was able to walk on still water
without making a ripple
the people
loved it
they would gather around
to see him running onto the ocean
jumping waves like hurdles
sometimes walking so far from the shore
that the crowds got bored
and weathered away
like a pile of leaves in a heavy breeze
and he loved that too-being their disappointment
crumbling their pedestals from the top
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soon Syd could not walk on solid ground
without getting sick;
air without salt
became harder and harder to breathe
so Syd took a shovel
walked far out on the North Sea
and started digging into the water
the fish watched amazed
as he displaced scoops of their sea
after he got about two meters deep
he started digging out
making himself a room
the size of a small Cambridge flat
he decorated the space-pasting posters and pictures on the water-walls
and propping up his guitar in the corner
dripping acid fung shui
but as you can imagine:
when you burrow your home
into a hole in the sea
most of the decorating is done for you
his favorite thing to look at
were not the schools of fish
swarming like bees
or the fractured sun beams
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but simply-
the bubbles
always finding their way back
to the surface like a pot
seconds before the boil
the few people who would sail out to see him
noticed the smell immediately:
Syd never bathed
I guess when you can walk on water
showers hit like hail storms
they would then notice his
always freshly shaven eyebrows-
when asked about them
he'd smile
claim he could open his eyes wider that way
those who could bear the smell
and the wading in the water
would talk to him
Syd was always quick
to share bits of wisdom with them
one late night with Elton John
and David Bowie
he pointed to his wall
and said
"like a bubble bursting underwater
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no matter how broken we get
there are always smaller pieces
to shatter into."
his conversations were tough to follow
spending so much time under waves
it became as much about body motions
as the words themselves-frustrated
Syd started sinking his visitors' ships midcourse
slapping at the walls of his home with his palms
sending personal-sized tsunamis at them
letting them knowhe was fine
alone
with his home
there was a day
when the sun must have gotten to him
blazing intensely through his liquid roof
causing such humidity
that the posters on his wall would blister
large air bubbles forming in the plastic finish

screamed so loud the surrounding
sea creatures scattered like bomb shards
Syd took his guitar in hand
and smacked it furiously
against his wall
sending tsunamis toward the shore
so strong
that they turned the eastern coast
into a gushing mohawk punk-rock scene
with wet lips of their own
two or three weeks later
they found Syd's bloated body
washed up
on the east coast of London
a guitar neck splintered in his hands
the sun
blistering a thousand bubbles
on his skin

he would weep violently
and run his fingers
around the edges of the bubbles
then press hard through the middle
dicing them
into smaller pieces--
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Holly Day

Sin

I

never thought I'd be here, voice
in my ear saying it's
over, "can't deal with
kids, if only we'd met
before your marriage"
ended, single mother
pariah, and I hate him
for regretting my child
the one perfect person I've
ever met, I hate him
for his hypothetical situations

J.L. Kubicek

Pot of Gold
What preciseness-
nimble delicacy
few possess in their
selection of words
honed to Attic radiance
that strike selected ones;
What command: color;
weight with heritage
that awakens the receiver
to "see" the pot of gold
at rainbow's end
is not a mirage.

we would never have me
before this

I
I
I
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Alizabeth Bronsdon

Jonathan Greenhause

Process of Eviction
When he comes, there is nothing.
No signs of pages turned within the library.
No clouds of steam that slip beyond the lids of cookery.
There are no hands caressing ivory.
No piano bench to rest his haunches on.
No kitten's claws scratch flowing drapes.
No cobwebs gather in the darkened corners.
In the cupboards, there's no fragile china,
nor sets of tea that wait for thirsty guests.
Silence coats his footssteps, falling on parquet floors,
his shoes reflecting furniture that forms this soundless tomb.
There is nothing when he comes, but still
he comes to stay, for no place else will do.
Nowhere else will house him now.
The garden in the back is overgrown.
He grasps the stakes that served to twist tomatoes' vines.
The carrot patches are disguised,
enshrouded in coarse, stubborn weeds.
No vegetables remain; No vibrant leaves will bloom.
There is nothing, but he stays:
The bedroom's beds are gone; Their frames tossed to the
streets;
Their sheets devoured by the night.
Lamps cover outlets long bereft of bulbs and their forgotten
light.
No one visits, except him, who comes
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Patrick Murphy

expecting more than nothing to behold.
Something in the air has chilled his veins:
A hole is opening in the center of the den
and leads into a mystery of missing things.
He finds himself descending through the hole
and, seeing there is nothing there at all,
continues down and down and down.
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Fredrick Zydek

Letter to Hoffman
Near Boston

Peter Schwartz

Organics

Dear Eric: You must learn to forge alone
for a while. Concentrate on nouns that have
prayers of their own, verbs that reduce life
to a single struggle, adjectives rich with risk.
The world will seem full of busy signals don't-walk and keep-off-the-grass signs.
Some days will will be filled with indifferent hours.
It will be more peaceful if you forget those
small voices piercing the darkness, telling you
to jump into the sea. History will absolve
you of nothing. Do not be surprised if you
cannot sing for a few breif seasons. The songs
will return once you settle for the fact that some
things end in darkness and not in prayer.
These are well-established if inconvenient facts.
Try to remember these three things: nature is
interesting only because of us, anger is always
a closed door, and not everything is for sale.
There will be times when you will come to think
that if exhaustion were an event, you'd win
hands down. Two last things. Sometimes, when
we must choose between two evils, it is best to
choose the one we haven't tried before, because
very often our identity is found not so much in our
similarities but in the gallery of our differences.
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Jim Tarjeft

Juniper
there's garlic on my breath and I farted,
I'm afraid the smell will creep down the stairs
and disturb my guests. so I lock myself
in my room and open the window, I blow air out
the window to get rid of the smell
then I sweat, and stop, and sit.
twenty minutes later there's a knock
and I am dozing into sleep, I get up quick
just in case I have my cock out.
which I don't, so I rise to answer the door
that is already opening to a shiny
smiling face.
not me, I am still wet, there is still
rank odors surrounding me with such
deafening scent that I am not sure
I can smell anything.
I am no clean shaven face,
but I'm not that dirty I say
as smiles retreat into the light.

Patrick Carrington

A Rose at Michael's
Grave
Before cold became thought,
when flowers flashed in spectrum
and air hung moist with green smells,
rain sprinkles and pools, newborn
buzzes, before the crooked
and eramped were cut
by name and number, captive
to planted petals that would die
in a frozen fold, when wet stems
were master to those distant carvings,
there was a boy.
A warm boy, damp with timeless trance
and ballooning celebration who slept
hard and still but woke in wide-eyed
rainbows, ready to run. The senses
of spring, muscle of the fountain,
defying the gods with joy and refusal.
I shake now
and the depraved cold bends me,
the ground too rigid for worms,
weeds twisted into stiff braids.
Water freezes on a thorn.

I feel the moss growing in my bed,
the center pressed in from my weight
and the acorns I've been gathering.
my ivy has taken root and in one year
it covers my face in deep green,
time that I leave the nest.
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Alizabeth Bronsdon

Michael S. Morris

And That is a
Beautiful Wine
in the summer swelter sex is for sale
sirens fill the neon air & streetlights stare
midnight outwards swaying cars full of new-cried
yahoos swerve by young solicitors of pleasure
& cry out O the night is young! & life's
our runny oyster ashine and aglimmer & little
do they realize what the years will bring
and that is a beautiful wine their youth
to sip and savor ever clad in the indolence
of innocence

Chris Crittenden

God Explains War

Kim Brown

May I Have A Drink

i sought god
while glory waited for soldiers
to laugh on the battlefield,
discard their shiny vests and rise,
console women and tin clouds,
explain it was all an idiot's joke;
yeti found myself sick with a curse,
contagious red that wouldn't peel off,
wouldn't depart my dove-skinned shoulders that seeped through pockets and seams, through flesh,
replacing the drama of prayer
with lukewarm gelatin.
and god i found on a barstool,
foam on his whiskers, chin steeped in beer.
he butchered me with a killer's grin,
said Midas at least had a daughter,
could stroke her aureate face,
and yet he, God,
Lord of All Flesh, had corpses
for an entourage: sterile angels,
sexless virgins, parapets so cold
they didn't need ice to be cruel.
what reigned in heaven, he said, but death?
death eager for a gown of blood,
death in colorful windows,
singing from steeple bells, sacrificing itself death the only lover he could touch
that wouldn't die.
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Patrick Murphy

Ian Haight

Shenzhen City
On the sidewalk bridge
above the semi-engine grind
and exhaust,
your sight, alive
the slenderness
of your pale-yellow tissue, hushed
as your muscles
slight of fat.
On your head, that whiff of hair still fair from bi_rth-
you with no clothes, alone,
your back's clean skin
touching the asphalt sidewalk's
dirt-fatigue,
an outline of urine
inches from the white chipped cup
as large as your head
you, untouched
by passerby
who check their watches.
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Greg Moglia

Geese in Formatio
Across the apple orchard
Lisa in flowered skirt looks up
I take her in
But not for long
Check my watch
Decide just 20 minutes more
Or the rest of the day's schedule
Dinner, the theatre, sex - in danger
When another squadron passes
Lisa says They live in the moment
I reach up, pick a Granny Smith
Bite hard into a tangy core

I
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Then it hit
Me, taking the instant
And chomping on it
The intrusion of the next

11
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Amy Billone

When You Asked
Mother, when you asked what I would become,
The answer felt too simple to explain-A Cinnamon-Maker, I always said. You sat
On a bench with a friend. Or beneath a beach
Umbrella. I did my work. In shorts and jeans
Or a summer dress, I crouched digging until
The deep sand caught between my nails
And skin. You spoke, laughed, but saw
Nothing. Day after day, by Lake Michigan,
At Turle, Baker, or Garden Park, I dropped
Wet sand from my left hand, dry sand from
My right. I wanted to create that twilight
Spice forever-- As delicious as cotton candy,
Brown sugar, the thrill of something curious,
Unexpected. Tell me, if today, too, I cahnged
The world into a fairy tale-- Blameless, wicked,
Blinding, hidden, ancient, new-- If I made
This known to you-- Might you then reach
Toward the earth I have never stopped
Shaping-- Taste it-- so startling, true?

Always the next
The now never good enough
I glance down the aisle of trees
Squeeze into the present

II'

Demand of myself to stay
Catch Lisa and that face
Stay, stay

11
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Davide Trame

The Stare
The shallows along this narrow sandbar
tell you about plain stillness,
the spellbound time of salt and marshland.
There's a half-sunk chair covered in marsh green
and an old engine's rusty gears
and the usual scattered tins and plastic bottles,
the hard to avoid here-and-now, our dumped selves
we can't get rid of.
But almost unimaginable behind Torcello's
bell tower, in that cleansing aloneness.
The rubbish, you tell me, has always been there,
one with that stretch of mud.
For a reason, I think, for some uageing
particular carelessness.
Part of the picture by now, part of the quiet.
Part of these mute outlines on the slippery path.
Where long ago I saw a boatman walking towards me,
wearing a grey muddied coat and clogs,
retirement, isolation-- I remember I thought,
rowing in his early days along weeds
that didn't hide the nakedness of the channels.
The lapping. The still mud. The stare.
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David Lewitzky

Stringy Haired
Waitress
Stringy haired waitress
serves me breakfast,
thinks about hedges, about
getting out of labyrinths,
about burning
into beauty
like the movies.
Nowhere much to go.
Elmwood bus isn't running today.
Baby's with her mother,
son's in Juvenile Hall,
this months rent is paid.
She slouches, moons around,
dreams slow dreams.
Maybe she'll offer me her privacy,
peel away her skin for me,
show me her salty heart,
her narrow bones, all her lips,
all her eyes.
Maybe her luck will change.
Maybe I'll get lucky.
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Alizabeth Bronsdon

Stanley Noah

You See, There isn't
Enough Kindness
in the world.
Unrelenting
the cherry blossoms settled in
our path, richly blown. Mount
Fuji is now a peaceful pyramid.
Redundant
are the seasons. And nights fall
against the rising sun. Landscapes
are full of life with millions of
burial grounds.
We follow maps made of musical
butterflies with yellow notes and
drums; and we jump from cliffs like
salmon swimming.
In abstract plazas you find yourself
in a crowd. It has one personality,
oblivious as a leader without an
audience.
Deafening are our generations like
rows of rice we grow. We sweat
in silence. A bowl of soup is the
message
of calmness you try to hold but burns
like an old haunted rose. You
see, we are just fumblers.
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Jim Kerbaugh

Dave Nichols

After Careful
Consideration

Considerations on
"Sunday Morning"

Dear Poet: does not suit our present needs,
But thanks. The volume of submissions makes
A personal response impossible.
Dear Author: the editors, carefully
Collective, and perhaps unanimous,
Invite you, notwithstanding, to subscribe.
After carefully considering, Dear
Poet (eight days for you to us to you),
We regret. Best of luck in placing these.
Try us again, Dear Poet, Author, Fool.

we used to play this game on Sunday mornings:
tied bandanas to downstairs windows
watched for divine dynamism
until the patterns adjusted
( even before our eyes)
and blamed it all on Christ
Socrates symposiums and old catastrophes,
complacencies of darkness in allegoric fairy tales
all failed usso Sundays:
we lounged upon couches arrayed against the walls
of large rooms where
the calm got foggy on the pillows
that we prayed to god for answers on
elbows perched like bells; waiting-
please hear us
we dedicated monuments of humongous
(and gazing downward) eyes to the skies
gave them three divisions: father, son and spirit
cuz we always figured lonely was inhuman
we took all these cpr lessons
dreaming of the day
when we could breathe life into the lifeless
whisper green through grey guitars
into a silent wave-less ocean
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and with closed eyes
arise islands like carpet tapestries
with tropical birds flocking from them
creating sun-rays with their wings
offering themselves as ancient sacrifice

and when droughts, hurricanes, and plagues
came and fucked up our harvest
we made lists of shit that we forgot to do
wronging, longing, and old chimera
and I'm tired of building fucking arcs

but bounty bound for rousing corpses
made scapegoats of us all
left the living only rainy deserts
to crawl across ofso Sundays:
we conversed above the awkward boom
of off-beat drums
about the bassist who left our band for jesus
to hand out flowers with attached flyers
under street lamps in ohio

I think secretly-we'd love for fantasies to float around us
flailing their arms like electron frequencies
or roller-coaster ghosts that we call phantoms
haunting up our sacred alters in operas
melodious where spirits gat them home
nor visionary south nor cloudy palm
nor brothers writing bibles left on hotel beds
unravel scrolls within our souls
when Neitche called us lions once
whose teeth are stuck in camels
so Sundays-we threw philosophy
at clouds, psychology
and all that came down was fountain water
meant for mountains in our bodies

she told us
"I am content with spending Sundays
smoking Buddha with god's children
until wakened birds begin their flight
ride the tide until their wings
retreat to someplace elsewhere-call it lonely
cuz we don't land no more
we just crash on couches"
so I challenged her fulfillment
cuz we've both bantered beside heaven's hills
sliced down paradise with machetes
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so silent spends the hours of
satellite astrologists
combing the hair of angels
who stare back down in awe
starry-eyed and shining
waiting for our deaths
as we shout and groove and holler back
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Patrick Murphy

fulfillment sprouts from the drying seeds
in need of soil to surround them:
love becomes love becomes love
and the lonely makes us human
in this chaos of the sun,
we chant "ego" from crop circles
perform miracles at parties
tie bandanas up to trees
press our hands on hieroglyphics
which none of us can read
so we bullshit:
"we be the turbulence
we be titled humans
we be dying and lying
in sacred burials
one day but
we are not alone"
I pick up the apple
from the coffee table centerpiece
bite into the plastic cuz it's Sunday
and the angels fall like rain
on panes of stained glass windows
cuz we are all
(I swear to god)
on our way
to somewhere
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Bobbi Dykema Katsanis

Christmas
Program, Prairie Town
-:- M1adle of Nowhere,
Center of the Univers
papier-mache angels
with tinsel-trimmed haloes
descend from stage left.
the innkeeper in
dilapidated bathrobe and
red necktie awaits the
words of the three wise
prompters, whistpering
hoarsely in the front row.
tiny kings in outsize gold
foil crowns adore a swaddled
dollbaby in a rough wood cradle.
tuneful! toothless choristers
proclaim the holy noise:
a child is born
in wondering wide-eyed awe
as angels fidget, restless in
their bedsheet wings.
lo, how the generations tremble.

Gaylord Brewer

Short Feature
A hammering night of two-fisted dreams,
but no more or less than the man deserves,
he knows, moving in and out of sleep,
and, anyway, he's learned to handle himself
among spirits. Rather this early light,
this changed time bullying in each day,
that's what's hard to manage as he shifts
side to side between sore shoulders.
So, apropos of nothing, he is surprised
when the movie begins unreeling in his head,
Suddenly, no previews, and in crystal focus.
The man recognizes the yellow corridor
of grade school, the stripes of his own
strained shirt as he puffs through the doors
of another crap day of crap lessons,
Another seven hours roasted on the spit
of his fat clumsiness. But that's done now,
he just has to make the escape, the getaway,
and wouldn't say no to a little help,
He looks past the chain of numbered buses,
scans waiting cars, and there, indeed,
as it sometimes - in the movie version,
always - was, idles the blue Chevy pick-up
of his deliverance. The kid climbs in,
his dad hands over a grease-spotted bag
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Michael S. Morris

Hide and Seek
and off they go, for home, no inquisition
required. Inside the waxy paper,
the egg roll is still warm, By the time
the truck turns for the highway,
he has the sauce packet torn between teeth,
liberally applied, and is munching away.
The sweet, the sour. Then, just as
his dad's about to sing to him, as the kid
leans back to watch the road and listen
the film breaks, and it's morning.

"My innocence is over--"
said t he child to her mother's
employer. The question having
been asked: "What kind of
games do you like to play?"
The child watched as her mother's
rump rose and fell knowing full
well the sad woman on praying knees
as she scoured the toilet bowl-arms reaching downwards, for some
dark space, searching in that hole
from whence they'd come that black
train upon which they'd ridden
that shawled truck in which they'd
hidden, wrapped tight beneath the tarps
swimming over the river, hiding
beneath the bushes in the desert
"I have only a few moments
of happiness left" she said "My father is dead.
I must begin work soon." Her eyes
were shimmering coals. Her body a
knotless stick. Her face
was as smooth as a manzanita
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Nancy White

A Part
Each life a pivot
where time bends, hems
in the form of: child, checkbook,
really bad day. See the trees appear, a new
pewter light, and facts are stranger
all the time. Lillies the color

bridging her lungs, the muscle
of infinity: he could not tear her apart-
doesn't that comfort him, a little? She
hasn't (after all) made him guardian
of her portion, these corded I
curving hours.

of cream rot
for the sun, edges like sick
coarl. Her lips still answer his touch
'
but barely. The sky flattens
to tin and the hinge brings
another day forward.
Young when they
met. Now his body has come
out complete through her body
and this broke him. he began puring
himself into others the only way
he knew, the appetite
and opposite of love.
His cock in her willed die,
die. She's split open, ditto whole
again, the last night unpins and swings inside
out. At first forgiveness was the glue. But
that broke too. behind the bone
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Russell Rowland

Militating
Circumstances

Patrick Carrington

Sophie

Lyman's Forge, 1978
Relieving her of her backpack, we stood
the kid up like sandwich between us-,-,-,

a

me against her spine, Brad against her chest.
She could hardly breathe, let alone holler.
I used to tell Brad, God gives every guy
one crack in his life at what he wants.
If he turns it down, it never comes again.
He'd say, Supposing what he wants is bad?
I'd ask him, If it's what he wants the most,
what's the big problem? Then hit on Brad.
With a kid that young and not interested,
If you work to fast you can hurt yourself.
Brad was nice: took her glasses off and put
them on a rock so they wouldn't get broken.
That's why our sentences were different.
They called it militating circumstances.
Brad did okay for being dumb. The lawyer
they gave me could have been her mother.
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I always like Sophie. Nothing tops a girl
who understands a shortage of money
and the compassion of yes,
how much that special loyalty matters
to a man at night. Sometimes
I even cross the tracks in daylight
to repay her humanity. She sure is pretty
enough. That alone outweighs ignorance
of politics and Shakespeare. I get those
at home. If you ask me, low-rent sluts
are under appreciated. So, thrifty, such
a distracting sense of fashion. And
they never ever ask questions. Why fret
over a lack of stimulation after cigeretters
are crushed? They know how to fill time.
Ruined women adore small talk. Of scent,
or weather, how they manage to maintain
their exquisite aroma through storms.
it raises them, larger than the squall
of Samsons that washed their egos away.
I paint Sophie's toenails when it rains.
She likes purple best, says it lifts spirit
like columns by reminding her he's doing
a dime for being big, to pay for color
his long hair pistol-whipped onto her face.
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George Shaffer

Some Mornings
I prefer red. It's lively, pounds like life
should. Either way, to relieve boredom
or a collapse of self, girls like Sophie love
romance, and never mind if you tell them
to shut up and spread their heart again.
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Some morning my father
came to coffee sporting
bruises, swellings of
nights not home. My
mother's typical asides
ensued, mine as well, though
silently. Only seven, benignly
excused, often overheard the
imbroglio: that despite
nominal redemption, he
wasn't the one still imaged:
omniscient, Herculean,
unmarried.
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Jack's Deli
Strictly a Jewish
deli
where the corned
beef and sour pickles
will be incense to
your nostrils as you
enter;
Be careful, don't push,
the lines are long on
Sunday, you will get your
table soon.

the booths around you,
old men and their wives,
widowers and widows,
overpainted, over rouged,
their mouths drip from
herring sauce, and appetizers
of lox and bagels,
the sounds are a mixture of
Israel on the Hudson,
and the secret of such
a day at Jack's is in
the feeling that this
is where you belong•

Sit down, here comes the
waitress, a bit heavy around
the gills, but she smiles
and says, what's your pleasure?
Don't get funny, it's not that
kind of pleasure she wants
to know about.
Give a corned beef sandwich
you say, skipping the G sound,
any New Yorker will tell you
you don't pronounce your G's in
a JEWISH DELI.
PICKLES, THE WAITERESS ASKS,
OF COURSE PICKLES, THOSE BIG
JEWISH PICKLES, AND SOUR TOMATOES,
Yeah, and a small cup of matzo
ball soup, you add before she
walks away.
And while you wait, you listen
to the conversations in all
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Marc Stone

Suicide is Murder

Two Orphan
Dreams
Two orphans in the dance, dace on face, move, swayed to
strange ideals by
primitive, dusk rhythms skin-beaten on animal drums.
Ever-present ancestors moan quietly on rough-sand April
beaches.
Ego-based beings, minds, circular, step this way and that
chemically encouraged, impure.
Orgasmic salvation fantasies blind inward sight; orphan dreams
rise like haloes purple-yellow in their self-consciousness.
Camera-generated squares of imagined pasts mutely program
each glance and gesture;
suggest impossible futures
dead on arrival, yet mesmerizing for their painless wonder,
flat clarity.
Old movie-reel images that never quite focus;
dreams outside of night, juicy pulp for yellow-toothed smile of
later regret.
The two preen to meet in idol worship, four times removed
from milk-tender wombs of wet, knowing unconsciousness.
Long-standing walls burst into actors suddenly under light,
amok with new reason and purpose; still, their skins rash
and swelll
anticipating night's approach.

*
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Two in the night, after the dance, now in fitful sleep,
twitch under bruised skies.
Unheroic dreams, unable to rescue or avenge
expose porcupine bellies to the sharp-toothed ancestors
who moan piteously for confrontation and photosynthetic death.
Ego-based beings, dreams circular, toss this way and that;
clutch sex-twisted sheets and human fabric wet with transient
excretions of shame
as child laughter echoes and fades through the empty
ancestral halls.
Pillows are jealously clutched and guarded.
Body-snatched and re-inhabited by the ancestors,
now with facsimile hearts and virtual souls, they prepare;
calm, determined, for muted morning light.

*
Two in the morning light (muted) arise from their new bed
sleepwalking, carbon depleted by the ancestors.
Squinty eyes filter ( even the muted) light; night's foreboding
brainwashed away.
Breakfast table alien intimates in smiling posture face each other
with hidden sorrow.
Ego-based beings, feelings modular, speak this way and that
around and over land-mine sentences, in fantasy-building
phraseologies.
Dreams still leaking from the night,
they move to chain the fire exits in heart-felt compromise.

Strait-jackets are carefully adjusted like life preservers,
orange foolish;
cold canvas on cooling skin.
Waking dreams are custom-fabricated in old behaviors;
reflexive, ritual performances of ancestral commands.
Questions are hopefully asked and carefully answered.
Checklists are constructed and completed.
Promises are negotiated and deposited.
Ancestral portraits loom large, larger, in drafty, barren hallways
of dead pasts
nodding each of them to return to those safe, contented feelings
that never existed.
years mummify them; they are cocooned, unaware of the
coming of noonday sun.

*
Two in the noonday sun, feet burning on searing July beaches,
on a day first seen like any other (tunnel-visioned, half-hearted
and oblique)
look at each other in white summer light.
Ego-based beings, fears circular, lunge this way and that.
The ancestors within them stir, rise,
stern, matter-of-fact, incapable of life or gifts.
Totems without reason or purpose, awake for the orphans to
see them dead.
The two disrobe; in awkward embrace they rub each
incongruity,
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each unfamiliar hardness and scar;
familiar strangers, as they always had been, haunted by their
unmade choices,
by whispered ancestral laws blindly followed to a union
of faraway moments.
They let go, cold, and hug air.
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A Man is not
Su:Qposed to Give in
to Tears
Especially when reading a book review in Starbucks
A therapist might call it depression
But I don't give a damn
The review - Cormac McCarthy's novel The Road
About the end of the world as we know it
And a father and son as survivors
And the line at Starbucks longer
Than the line for communion at church
McCarthy writes When theres nothing else
Construct ceremonies out ofair
See I'm crying about the line at Starbucks
Wise assess would say sure
Four bucks for a cup of coffee deserves a cry
Across the street the Mex workers on a break look on
Come to think of it, I have never seen one on line
No matter McCarthy again When you die its the same
As if everyone else did too
Death and all that, but these tears?
Because it seems so close and I have
A grandchild and two more on the way
And mostly I like the world
And the air in autumn is the sweetest
Yes, sweeter even than spring
Autumn and the bit of death that it brings
My agreement with the Big Guy
I'll take a piece of you, but not full tilt
Not the whole show and look at that construction site
Who said Ifnature is so great ~hen why these structures?
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Pulse
See the bricklayers minus helmets and the wind has picked up
And how many bricks on edge and I am alive
Because the hammer that fell off the building
Struck father not on his skull, but on his nose
So I get to wait for the day of the bombs
Lucky, lucky me but my new grandchild, my Jarrett
Has so many days to go, so many days
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Few know direct blood lines
in their bodies
from thousands of years ago.
Anyone may guess
a Roman general
using killing
to gain good commerce
his wife
so easily replaced
as her pleasures
his boys
readily remade
for the blood's name.
From China
the country monk's
raised blood
that crushed
two soldiers' skulls
with kung fu fists,
his heart less pure than hoped.
In Egypt
the color priest
who believed blue glass light cured colds
and after plagues and failed crops
after clergy purges
remote and far from influence
in silent thoughts
lived to pass blood
into future forms of bodies.
Their blood flows
like unnamed others'
in me.
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Archipelago
I love this word,
wish I had cause
to use it,
little strung jewels
on a spread pewter sunset
or a string of landings
I might seek
in a canoe.
I am land-locked,
and from here
see the linked ships
of stones
on a man-made lake,
small plashed islands
that disappear
even as I learn
to love
them.
I want a few
exquisite things
not really mine,
verities come
from the Aegean Sea.
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Robert Lee Mahon

String Theory for
Christmas
But trepidation ofthe ,phere ./Throught greater far.
is innocent.
John Donne
I wa ·plitting wood ye tcrday, an orange olstice
Sun et, ilent-night till when a tree fell in the wood~: and
I heard ... Meanwhile. an orphan orchid months bloomle
Flower in our grcenhou e ... While over two
millennia ago, a man
Wa born who his fellow conveniently turned into God...
And jut thi
Pa t eek, Prince olan toppl d hi fir t Christmas tree
Rending ornament glc fu1ly childlike obli iou
To adult up r. titions of alvation and celebration. Di. er et
Occurance ? Disparate phenomenon? Of cour e. o
Remember Donne' cry tall inc co mo logy and con ider
one more:
Thi i the eve of all our Chri tma es, for, ju t twenty
years ago
We de troyed more than decoration., and clfi hly pent
the tore
Of many lives-- all to make, in the four dimensions we
know, this brief, this temporary
Univer e... But, ah, no matter the string attached-- is it not
surpassing lovely?
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A Life of Crime
Thinking to give my mother
some relief from her broken ankle,
I tell her that our bank just down the street - was robbed.
True, but I make up details
I hope will entertain her.
She goes me one better,
telling me she was in a bank,
"Right before I married your father,
and the fellow at the next teller
had a bandanna over his face,
and a gun bigger than a skillet.
"I was afraid he'd rob me too,
nut he ordered everyone
onto the floor, 'Except you,
beautiful,' and he grabbed me
and dragged me outside.
"And before he jumped into
his idling car, he lifted
his bandanna and kissed me
for all of Brooklyn to see.
then the tires squealed
like an Indian whipping
his pony.
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Walkin .,,

Adventureg .ioward
"You don't forget
that kind of kiss
I couldn't d
.' though
no matt
escnbe his face
.
,
er how ma
ny times
the police b d
a gered me.
:~~~e~t:er proposed
ay, as if to k
.
eep me
f rom a life of cnme."
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Of a Lesser

Eminent Domain
Manhattan Bridge from Brooklyn
spilled its tonnage past massive
Shantytown of manifold shapes
of shacks on grassless ground, even
an authentic Native-American tepee
(had never thought them so big).
Nights there were wood fires;
in heavy iron pots boiled leafy
matter and vegetables found in
"Hefty" bags from piles at local
restaurants and partment buildings.
City of New York declared it an
eyesore, slated for demolition
on appointed day. Coalition for the
Homeless, understaffed, underempowered,
could only watch the somber scene.
One of the elderly evicted,in threadbare
coat and babushka, had grainy memories
of laden carts and shuffling
citizens dislodged from the
Warsaw Ghetto, herded into
trains to death camps.
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Evan
At least once a week
Evan comes into the Emergency Room
And says the same thing to me,
"W-w-William, ask me w-w-what I want to b-be
When I grow up"
He stares at me with eyes that shine like they're brand new
And I'm compelled to play along
"What's that Evan?"
"I h-h-have no idea," he replies
And we both laugh like children
That still believe everyone gets into heaven
His frail body shudders like shutters during tornados
But he is ever grateful for coughing up silliness
Compared to blood
Evan is 42 years old
And his best days mail him postcards
Saying I wish you were here
As the nurse leaves me alone with him
To trivialize his health with questions of financial burden
I watch his competency jump up steps
Like dyslexic slinkies
"So Will, how are you really?"
I shake my head and ask
"Evan, why do you do that to people?"
His answer is familiar
"I have no idea, Will, I figure it's easier to wipe a man's ass
If you know you have to wipe the drool from his mouth too"
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Evan twitches with pain, I only recognize as pain
Because he tells me it is
And his colostomy bag
Slowly fills with every regret the man has had
"You try to act copasetic, but you haven't answered me" he says
I say, "Evan, my smile is comprised of shortcomings
That've talked themselves into believing
They're dying planets
There are times when I feel like
I'm in God's Sketch book
Drawn inside a room that he systematically
Erases the walls to
Smearing the edges for effect
Because these days my surroundings are too blurry
To know where I'm at in life"
He says, "Will, if I had the strength to stand
I would've tied this belt from the ceiling to my neck
While trying to walk on water years ago
Love talks to me using words she knows I'll never bother to
learn
And the only thing that's got my back nowadays
Is the wheel chair I'm sitting in
Will, the only person that will doubt you
More than you is you alone at 2 am
If God intended for you to be perfect
He would've never removed the wings from your back
There are nights he records the sound of you dreaming
That he plays back when he needs to renew
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His hope in his own creation
And if you are by chance in his sketchbook
It's because he loves to show you off
And pictures are worth a thousand words
Stop opening doors to dead ends
When you were given the gift to walk through walls
Cut the corners off of dreams
Before you devour them whole
And if you find yourself
Climbing from a lost and found box on the dark side of the moon
Find the North Star
And fish it out of the sky
Because blue might be your color
But the galaxy looks fucking great on you"
Evan deflates
And smiles at me like he's unlocked the secret
That is me
Resting just behind my eyes
Smirking as if I could see it myself
If I would just open them wider
But I'm realizing Evan bought his heart
Two sizes too big
So he could grow into it
And his compassion started doing the heavy lifting
When his back and legs
Stopped returning his calls
So I want to lift him
Tell him his chair is a mobile throne
So he can rule wherever the wind blows him
But most of all I want to say
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"T-t-thank you Will"
Evan beats me to it
The nurse enters the room and excuses me
So they can begin to extract and renew his will to live
Through plastic tubes
"T-t-thank you Will, for letting me f-f-feel needed"

Challenger
Tragedy
Twenty-two years later
Our neighbor Christa begins to rise
against crossed fingers of the engineers,
against desperately clutching gravity-that big little girl who won't let go,
pulling mom's lips away from her gums
from behind with sweaty hands.
In seventy-three seconds, more or less,
Christa will teach her students, watching
from beyond earth's curve in Concrod,
one final lesson about circumference.
They are paying attention up there.
Some will grow up to be teachers.
0-rings behave according to phsycis
graduating seniors have to know,
and not even God can modify.
Her last vision: horizon cartwheeling
like children liberated for recess;
all across Florida frost on oranges.
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Gaylord Brewer

Scott Norenberg

A Prayer for
Silence

A Benny Spot:
the Man-made lake

Or rather, some parcel of quiet,
lonely moment, suspended hour.
Stupidly, you refuse to be banished
from your home so leave behind
the November heat on ankles,
encoded susurration of oak leaves
stubbornly clinging. Inside,
acuum miraculously subsided,
television a frame of dark truce,
dishwasher a ceased crusade.
behind the door of your privacy,
holding still hands and breath,
you seek the clock, its stingy slice
of escape before next labors.
hear rebuking footsteps pass.
Hear flooded deluge of the pipes.
Hear a heavy thud, and to end
your failed, modest prayer: a shout.

Celia's not opposed to slaughter or water
so maybe it's the birds or the fish,
maybe she's scared of trees,
maybe it's that at least one raccoon
didges the city life,
refuses sewers and backyards,
whatever. Celia
won't come back here,
to this lake that has an abattoir over the bluff,
a right wind and-. have you ever heard a cow scream?
And she has her reasons I suppose,
even though the sunrise
is always a purple to red honey phoenix.
Herons walk the rocks,
bass jump through driftwood,
and a thief in two worlds, the raccoon, bathes.
Who could hate this place,
this place without smell or texture,
where everything is ear or eye,
there's nothing anyone could sink their teeth into,
nothing that could bite you back.
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